
Dayak origin myth
 -the world was water
 -the one single being split their body and scattered 
parts across the mother ocean
 -the arrival of  islands and topography as a 
consequence
 -traditionally told through weavingings produced 
in the longhouse
 1. Mythic drawing 

Personhood
 -etymology of  ‘person’ coming from the mask an 
actor wore, not the actor’s body
 -personhood as something that historically existed 
outside of  the physical organic structure of  a natural body. 
 2. Greek Vase drawing

a. body
	 a.a.	human	life	seen	mythically	as	a	unified	body	/	realm	between	land	and	sky.	
 a.b. ‘bilik’ (3.	two	photographs,	1	family	1	domestic	unit	and	definition	of 	bilik)
  a.b.a. double meaning, family and space they occupy
  a.b.b. the notion of  the separation of  spaces and bodies in question 

b. longhouse
 b.a. physical site of  these beliefs 
	 b.b.	the	idea	of 	body	is	reflected	in	longhouse	in	four	particular	ways
  b.b.a. ritual building process	(4.	data	sheet	section)
  b.b.b. the methods of  joinery (5.	data	sheet	joint	details) 
  b.b.c. the expansion process (6.	data	sheet	axo)
  b.b.d. the contemporary longhouse case as a unifying symbiotic space joining many discrete houses into one. 
   (7.	data	sheet	plan	parasite)

c.	house	as	legal	/	economic	unit	
 c.a. Adat Law
	 	 c.a.a.	law	on	land	use	/	ownership	as	a	function	of 	the	house	(8.	data	sheet	diagram)
 c.b. Labor division
  c.b.a. house as a place of  work 
	 	 c.b.b.	bilik	unit	as	driver	of 	labor	structure,	not	the	individual	(who	works	where	when)	

d. from this reading of  both a myth and its accompanying typology 
 d.a. what if  a house was to be taken literally as a body
 d.b. today the body in this regard means a legal entity or legal personhood in the form of  a corporation. 
	 d.c.	following	the	development	of 	jakarta	as	a	corporate	colony	/	headquarters	and	its	roll	as	the	capital	city,	host	to	both	
economic and legal regulatory authority, it makes sense that the project for a new kind of  typology starts here. 

e. jakarta 
 e.a. the urban fabric development of  jakarta reveals the confrontation of  two opposing systems, a linear central axis and a 
series of  carefully developed local communities which follow traditional structures of  civic organisation. 
 e.b. this central axis has been a physical expression of  the strong policy push for the privatisation of  property throughout the 
whole city. 
  e.b.a. this policy plays out in three ways 
	 	 	 e.b.a.a.	Basic	Agrarian	Law	(1960)
   e.b.a.b. Strata titles
   e.b.a.c. tax law requiring formal registration of  land (implicitly preferencing new development and 
purchases	as	traditional	economic	systems	of 	ownership	are	incompatible	with	this	sort	of 	tax	/	registration	structure)	
 9. big map 1:50,000
	 10.	timeline	of 	development	based	on	each	government	/	corporation	(5-6	phases)
 11. imcomplete projects left in the wake of  foreign market pressure 
	 12.	drawing	showing	property	values	along	axis	and	fall	off	to	either	side.	

f. merdeka square
 f.a. one moment of  overlap between both political and economic trends 
  f.a.a. each government directly engaged here
	 	 f.a.b.	hub	of 	financial	land	speculation
  13. site composition
 
g. proposal 
 g.a. as this axis & policy has been developed at Merdeka Square, this project aims to directly engage with this history through 
the development of  a new kind of  speculative housing in the form of  a corporation which addresses but stands in contrast to the 
current line of  power in the city. Urbanistically, the project opens up a new axis of  power within the fabric of  Merdeka square.
 14. proposal drawings  1:2000, 1:200 1:50


